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Discover How To Save Your Marriage And Reignite Those Same Feelings That Once Brought You
Both TogetherThis book will teach you the same proven strategies that professionals use around
the world to help bring couples back together again. Marriage is not always an easy relationship to
be in, there are many ups and downs. Over time, the feelings of love and admiration that a couple
once had for one another can slowly fade away and even vanish completely. At this point, frustration
usually sets in and that's when the problems start.However, those feelings that were once shared by
the two of you can be revived rather easily with the right mindset. All it takes is an open mind and
the proper guidance and you're marriage will be back on track, full of love and happiness.I wrote this
book to help couples rescue their marriages before its too late. The strategies and techniques found
in this book have helped hundreds of couples around the world, and they can most certainly help
you too.Here Is A Preview Of What You Will Learn...How To Confront Your Spouse Without
ArguingHow To Re-establish Trust And Positive CommunicationHow To Rekindle The Love That
You Both Once SharedHow To Use Simple Strategies That Will Continue To Nurture Your
RelationshipAnd Much, Much More!Purchase your copy of "How To Rescue Your Marriage" today.
You'll be glad you did.Tags: marriage, marriage help, marriage advice, marriage counseling, saving
your marriage, relationships, save your marriage, divorce, love, communication, intimacy
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Awesome! This book opens your eyes to what is really going on in your relationship. It helps you
focus on how to repair it, which is exactly what we need. We tend to just focus on what is going
wrong and all the problems but miss the lesson on how to make it better. Alexis does a beautiful job
helping us with exactly what we need! Really worth reading book!

Love is why people unite and get married. But as time passes by, some couple grow apart and find
out their differences. Some work it out while some don't. That's why most of the couples today just
resort to divorce and end up hating each other.When I read this book I was introduced to a lot of
reasons why marital problems exist. I wish couples who drifted their ways apart have known this
book and found out the solutions on how to rescue their marriage. I love how the author relate every
section to couples' concerns. He has examples which makes everything clearer. I hope he could
reach and help more couples. Highly recommended:))

Conflicts are common in marriage. However happy we are, we will have conflicts with our partner
due to various reasons at some point of time.What I understand from this book is, there are different
ways to handle these conflicts and I got many tips to handle these conflicts very nicely. I was
reading this book as checklist to analyze my behavior with my partner.Though you have conflict or
not, this is the must read book for couple. Without knowing, we make many mistakes and this book
made me to realize those. Highly recommended to every couple.

I picked up this book based on a recommendation from a friend and I am very glad I did. It's a quick
book and it got right to the point (avoiding any excess or unnecessary filler) and gave helpful and
immediately useful tips on everything from talking a problem out to choosing a therapist. For a
subject that, in and of itself is not easy to deal with, the material is quite clearly written and
organized so it can be understood and put to use right away. If you've read this far, just buy the
book and read it. You won't be let down.

After marriage, there are so many couples who face some type of adjustment problems. There can
be some type of conflicts which arise after marriage. This book provides some very useful and

effective tips on how you can overcome these conflicts and save your marriage for a lifetime. A
good oneâ€¦

Conflicts are part of any relationship. No matter how big or small a conflict is, it's important that you
know how to settle conflicts and prevent even bigger problems such as separating ways with your
partner. This book includes tips and strategies on how you can solve conflicts with your partner. The
book also discusses traits you need to develop in order to have a lasting relationship such as having
an open communication, respecting each other differences, trust, and much more. I recommend this
book to couples who are having troubles with their marriage. Also, newly wedded couples can also
benefit from the book by knowing in advance how to settle conflicts before conflicts begin to arise
later in the marriage. Couples who are not yet married but living together can also benefit from the
book.

Alexis G. Roldan explains us why there might be conflicts in your marriage, how resolve them and
save your marriage and he describes the importance of love, respect, commitment and
communication in marriage. We can look back at marriages that last 30, 40, or even more than 50
years, and we cannot find a perfect marriage. When you find a problem in your marriage, take time
to discuss it, and then take time to think of reasonable solutions to the problem. There are plenty of
tips and suggestions to get a marriage on a happier path. This is a rewarding guide that can actually
help you rescue your marriage.

To choose â€˜marriageâ€™ as topic for any book is no doubt one of the most beautiful choices to
make yet ironically one of the toughest issues to talk about. And I truly salute Roldan for doing such
a brave step to have talked about marriage. It might be todayâ€™s clichÃ© to say that falling in love
is easy, staying in love is hard. But I would say, this is the truth that has been tested over time and
is still true today. When we said â€˜I doâ€™ to our spouses, we meant all the purity in the world, I
should say. Neither of us would even say that and plan to betray our own vow. But as difficult as life,
marriage isnâ€™t always a bright-lighted tunnel. There will be too many ups and downs after the
honeymoon stage. There will be times when we think we are just holding on a thread and not on a
firm rope. But even with these realities, I believe that marriage is one of the best things in the world.
And I just love how this has been presented in this book. I just realized especially after reading this
book that there are things I need to unlearn so I would be able to see a more beautiful perspective
of communication, conflict and even love. I believe this book is such a treasure for couples who

want to keep their marriage happy and strong. Thus, this book is such a very good material for a
fireproof marriage!
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